Manager
International Investment and Trade Unit
Foreign Investment and Trade Policy Division
The Treasury
Langton Crescent
PARKES ACT 2600
Dear Sir,
Congratulation on success of the publicity you have done through the fire sale of Point Piper
property in Sydney. This action was on front page of many leading newspapers and many
readers would have believed you have started taking action, but I know you are not. Public
would forget about this particular property and you can allow the owner to keep the property
through simple accounting tricks.
I also appreciate your action to blackout the news in China. The order to sale would have
inadvertently threaten Chinese investors. Through simple handouts (critics call it bribe but do
not worry) to appropriate people in Chinese media you can prevent the news of this sales to
our investors. RBA is very good on making payment to foreign officials and getting
favourable foreign policy. RBA should have a network of people professionally managed to
this kind of work, what else they do.
You can also get help from ABS (Australian Bureau of Statistics) an organisation very good
on manipulating numbers. Australia media wrote badly about ABS for two days in early
February and they forgot about it, a familiar pattern in Australian Journalism. ABS can fiddle
with numbers as you like. Talk to them. Communication is important and we should work
together to cheat Asians and bring the wealth to Australia. Our pyramid economy is highly
depend on inflow of this foreign fund, otherwise it will collapse like pack of cards.
Australian Universities are doing great job by accommodating potential investors to register
for a course. Some of these investors will be doing the course for years so that they can
legally posses property. For others double reward as they get a degree for possessing a
property in Australia.
Please do not take any action to impose fee on foreign investment or real action to order any
property purchased. If you do then the whole country will regret for long time.
We should encourage the foreign investors by rewarding them with a grant. We can stop or
scale down the first home buyer grant and direct the fund to foreign investors.
Yours Sincerely,
P Rajaratnam

